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Chapter 1

A Heartless Appetite

There had only ever been one Crane, and there could only ever be one
Wolf,  at  a  time  anyway.  The weight  of  this  simple  fact  rested  on  the
Crane’s stooped shoulders on this day, her one thousandth birthday.

Even for an elf, one thousand years was a long time to live, and Lady
Crane looked it. Her fair skin was more wrinkle than not, her hair had
been of-white for centuries. Her posture was good, good enough anyway,
and she needed only a cane to walk, but the bones in her hands looked as
twisted as the barley pretels sold in the Farmer’s Market in S’kar-Vozi.
Her nose seemed to have never stopped growing, and stuck out sharply
from her face, a long beak that nearly hid her shriveled prune of a mouth.
Only her eyes looked young. Not young like a human’s, but young like a
bird’s, sharp and hungry, yet timeless. It was sometimes said that her eyes
were the reason for her nickname, for it seemed that every crane that had
ever lived shared the same eyes. The Crane didn’t believe this to be true,
she couldn’t. She needed to believe she could fnd someone with senses
keen enough to replace her.

For the Wolf’s hunger wasn’t going anywhere.
He was younger than her, by such a large margin many elves would

consider him an infant.  Though the Crane didn’t share this bias.  There
was a time she’d thought of the Wolf as a pet, a ferce dog in need of a
good trainer,  and that  had worked.  However,  recently,  in  the  last  few
centuries, she’d been fnding herself growing more and more atached to
each iteration of the Wolf. The current one, well,  she positively adored
Hollis. It would be hard to say goodbye when the time fnally came.

The idea shouldn’t have bothered her so much. After all, she’d replaced
the Wolf, or the human part of him—gods of the oven—a hundred times?
Her time would come, the Crane accepted this, but her work wasn’t done,
not yet.

Not as long as the Wolf drew breath.



She’d tried to kill  him once,  after he’d been infected,  twice actually,
though the second time had been an accident. The frst time a man—it was
always a man, the virus seemed to prefer them—had been biten by the
Wolf, and the old host had died, infecting the new. He’d transformed into
the  nightmarish  creature  that  always  overcame  the  Wolf  if  it  wasn’t
properly distracted on the full  moon.  The Wolf,  this  new Wolf  that  is,
began to kill, and kill, and kill. Indiscriminately. Horribly. They had been
on a ship at the time, luckily for the rest of the Archipelago, unfortunately
for everyone on that ship.

The Crane,  not one for outright batle,  but  still  comfortable enough
around blades—what with all the chopping—had snuck up on the Wolf,
hiding her scent under fresh baked cinnamon and sugar cookies.  She’d
stabbed him in the chest with a silver serving spatula, stopping his heart.
But he woke right back up, hungrier than ever, and even more twisted.
The Crane had stayed in the crow’s nest, knocking the Wolf down, again
and again until he’d sighted a whale, dove overboard, and dragged it back
onto the ship to eviscerate the poor thing.  When the Wolf  was in that
form, his true form, the form that every man ever infected with the virus
had taken some version of,  there was no stopping him. Nothing could
stop the slaughter until the fat moon set.

That was why the Crane had devoted herself to him, or them, as she
sometimes thought about all the men that had carried the virus over the
years.  The Wolf  was just  too powerful  to  ignore.  Once transformed he
couldn’t be stopped, or at least the Crane had never seen a way, but if he
didn’t transform… well, that was a diferent challenge entirely.

With the fat moon being so close to full, the Crane had much work to
do.

The meringue needed to be baked and cooled. The curd had to have
the perfect amount of lemon; this Wolf was a fan of the piquant.  Then
there would be the savory pies, each with a diferent meat, some spicy,
some sweet,  some in  flavors  no one,  not  even the  Wolf,  had tasted in
centuries. All of it would have to be baked and cooked and cooled before
the moon rose overhead this  evening.  If  she was late,  the Wolf  would
transform again.

For  that  was  the  only  way  the  Crane  had  ever  found  to  stop  the
wanton slaughter of the horrible monster that lived inside each man biten
by the previous Wolf.



Baking.
Not just a few biscuits either. It had to be a feast that would last an

entire night. Nothing could convince a man he was human like a well-
baked morsel.

The smells, the flavors, the textures, the decoration, even the sound of
a well-made pie or macaroon would all come together, as they did each
full moon, to distract the man-part of the Wolf, and keep the monster at
bay.

This would be the Crane’s last night of baking with only her own two
mits.  After  this,  the  next  month  would  be  flled  with  fnding  an
apprentice  skilled  enough  to  distract  the  Wolf  and  protect  the
Archipelago, month after month, year after year, on and on for what—the
Crane knew—could feel like an eternity.

So, donning her apron, and wiping her hands, the Crane got to work.
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